Options for participating publishers to connect to OA Switchboard

1. Manual
   - Self-service
     - Manual

2. API (application programming interface)
   - Self-service
     - Standard API
   - Serviced solution
     - Entry level connection (OA Switchboard serviced)

In addition to the standard OA Switchboard participation and agreement, the publisher deals with:

- Service provider
- Hosting of their solution to connect
- Contractual & financial arrangements

No additional party: OA Switchboard takes care (with their tech partner)
On OA Switchboard AWS
Annex to OA Switchboard agreement to cover one-off set up and annual service fee
Publisher’s choice of third party
Publisher to organise
Publisher with their service provider
How publishers can connect to the OA Switchboard to compose and send messages

**Option 1**
Manually entering data via the user interface

**Option 2**
Integration with the API in the standard message structure

**Option 3**
One connection* to the API (OA Switchboard serviced)

**Option 4**
Integration solution to connect to the API (third party serviced)

*For PI-messages only, most likely the JATS-XML feed
Options for participating publishers to connect to OA Switchboard

**Manual**
- Self-service
  - Manual

**API (application programming interface)**
- Self-service
  - Standard API
- Serviced solution
  - Entry level* connection (OA Switchboard serviced)
- Solution to connect (third party serviced)

*Scope: one connection for PI-messages only